Legal Analytics® Enterprise Package

Lex Machina’s award-winning Legal Analytics platform helps you win! Win your case, win
your negotiation, and win new business with the support of data-driven insights. Over
three quarters of Am Law 100 firms as well as firms of all sizes and many of the world’s
largest corporations use our Legal Analytics to gain previously unavailable strategic
insights.
Now, Lex Machina brings you our new Enterprise Package, which gives you access to the
company’s largest and most comprehensive data set. With over six million cases, you can
explore all commercially relevant federal district court cases, rapidly expanding state court
coverage, administrative venues, and all federal circuit courts of appeal cases going
forward, all without hitting roadblocks or paywalls.

DATASHEET

All Available Practice Areas and Venues

In-Depth State Analytics

Lex Machina’s Enterprise Package includes all federal, state,

Because there is no unified system for state courts analogous

and administrative cases in our system, plus access to all

to PACER in federal courts, Lex Machina adds its new State

practice areas and venues added in the future, including all

Court modules on a court-by-court basis, with an emphasis on

federal circuit courts of appeal cases.

strict data quality and integrity. Features include:

 Over 3 million civil cases in federal district court with

 Searching by judge, law firm, attorney name or party
 Timing analytics, trial resolutions, trial damages and trial

enhanced, in-depth analytics available in 18 federal
practice areas

rulings

 Approximately 3 million cases from 22 state courts

 Keyword searching within docket entry text and

 Millions of already-downloaded documents in federal,

 Viewing analytics across all state courts or in one

state, and administrative cases

 Unlimited users within your organization

downloaded documents
particular court

 Court-specific filters, such as case types and case tags

 Access to all practice areas and venues added in the future
means predictable budgeting, future modules for the
current price, and no mid-contract add-ons
The Enterprise Package provides you with access to the most
comprehensive set of analytics we’ve ever offered.

Comprehensive Federal Coverage
With Lex Machina’s Enterprise Package, users will have access
to comprehensive federal district court coverage for civil
cases. Benefits of the comprehensive coverage include:

 Find any case and access up-to-date docket activity
 Conduct keyword searches across all dockets and
downloaded documents

 View motion grant/denial rates for a judge’s entire docket
 Search across all federal court cases or narrow down to

Use Cases
Lex Machina’s Enterprise Package helps you answer
questions such as:

 How many of Apple’s federal cases have a Summary


review practice-area specific insights

 Analyze the complete set of cases for any judge, law firm,
attorney, or party





Judgment order?
What is the median time to trial in Los Angeles County
Superior Court?
How many cases in the Central District of California
mention “RICO”?
What parties has Greenberg Traurig represented and how
often?
How do I get to the case docket for 3:15-cv-03747?

Bottom Line
Lex Machina’s Enterprise Package is the most simple,
straightforward package available that grants maximum
access to all of the Legal Analytics Lex Machina has to offer,
now and in the future.

For more information or to see a live demo, visit lexmachina.com.

